Remington 721 parts diagram

Drive out sear pin 40 , and remove trigger housing assembly unit, sear safety cam 39 , and sear
spring Weight of trigger pull is adjustable by turning trigger adjusting screw 46 clockwise for a
heavier pull, and counterclockwise for a lighter one. Overtravel can be reduced by turning
trigger stop screw 53 clockwise until firing pin will not release when trigger is pulled. While
keeping pressure on trigger, trigger stop screw is backed off until firing pin falls. When
reassembling firing mechanism, place metal sleeve over front of firing pin, reassemble
mainspring and bolt plug on firing pin, and screw bolt plug into bolt. Then, replace firing pin
head and firing pin cross pin on firing pin. While unscrewing bolt plug, insert coin between bolt
plug and firing pin head, complete unscrewing plug, and remove metal sleeve. Screw firing pin
assembly into bolt until front of firing pin head matches small cocking notch on rear edge of
bolt. Remove coin to allow firing pin head to snap into cocking notch. With safety in forward fire
position, replace assembled bolt in rifle. Firing pin must be cocked to replace bolt in rifle. If
firing pin is uncocked, clamp firing pin head in vise, and rotate bolt handle upward until front of
firing pin head engages cocking notch on. By Thomas E. These modern bolt-action rifles were
designed for ease of manufacture, with receivers and bolt bodies machined from round bar
stock. Striker mechanism is of speed-lock type with short firing pin fall. The modern
single-stage trigger is adjustable for both weight of pull and backlash. The thumb-operated
safety is conveniently positioned on the right side of the receiver tang in rear of the bolt handle.
The design of the bolt is particularly noteworthy as the cartridge head is almost completely
shrouded by the counterbored bolt head. This was made possible by the unique circular-spring
extractor fitted within the counterbore. The ejector, in the form of a small spring-loaded plunger,
is also contained within the counterbore. The combination of this extractor and ejector
eliminated need for the customary hook-type spring extractor and extractor collar present on
most Mauser-type turnbolt actions. It also eliminated necessity for cutting an ejector slot in the
upper locking lug, which is undesirable from the standpoint of good design. The Model bolt is
assembled by brazing the handle and forepart bearing the locking lugs to the cylindrical bolt
body. The handle is so designed that no. Receiver plug screw 6. Another noteworthy feature of
the Model action is the recoil lug, or barrel bracket, which is a simple flat piece installed
between barrel and receiver. Thomas E. Wessel of Whippany, N. Apply steady, even force to bolt
plug. Slowly and carefully release mainspring tension. Assemble in reverse order. ITo remove
barrel and action from stock: Remove front guard screw 36 , center guard screw 35 , and rear
guard screw Use proper size screwdriver to avoid burring screw slots. Next, lift away trigger
guard 33 , magazine spring 31 , with follower 30 , and trigger guide plate Magazine 2 will remain
either in receiver 25 or in stock 1. In reassembling barrel and action to stock, insure that
magazine is reseated properly in receiver. A convenient method is to catch notch on firing pin
head on a sharp corner. Unscrew bolt plug to remove assembly from bolt Caution: Do not
disturb coin; should it be inadvertently knocked out, great difficulty will be experienced in
repulling firing pin head weight adjustment and counterclockwise for a lighter weight
adjustment. Caution: Do not adjust or remove rear trigger adjusting screw. Trigger travel may
be reduced by turning trigger stop screw 46 clockwise until firing pin will not fall when trigger is
pulled. Then, while keeping pressure on trigger, back off trigger stop screw, counterclockwise,
until firing pin falls. This method of adjustment will allow least amount of overtrovel. This
prevents the mainspring 16 tension from forcing them apart. Continue reading here: Remington
Model Rifle. Ultimate Firearms Training Guide. Bev Fitchett's Guns Survival current. Combat
Fighter System. Spec Ops Shooting. Shipping Container Home Made Easy. Build a Container
Home. Recommended Ultimate Firearms Training Guide. Responses haddas How to repiace bolt
stop spring on a remington? Maik How replace remington trigger? Sabine How to insert
remington. Retu What is the part name of the peice between the barrel and stock where the
triggeris inserted? Judith Jones How yo adjust a remington trigger? Novella Li Fonti How to
replace the bolt on a remington model ? RITA How to install action pins in a model remington?
The Model and Model along with the later Model variant are bolt-action sporting rifles
manufactured by Remington Arms from until Manufactured with high precision, it is known for
exceptional accuracy. The bolt and receiver design, based on the Mauser action, is considered
one of the strongest ever produced. Samples in excellent condition have become collectible.
However production had halted during World War II. During the war, Remington gained
experience manufacturing large quantities of martial firearms more efficiently. By the end of the
war, manufacturing technology had advanced significantly. By these standards, older designs
like the Model 30 and the Model variant were laborious and expensive to produce and could not
take advantage of manufacturing advancements. The Mauser M 98 action was popularly
recognized as being well suited to sporting rifle applications but was complex and would
require design changes to better take advantage of modern production techniques. Rather than
continue manufacturing older rifles that had become expensive to produce, Remington chose to

develop an altogether new and modern rifle design with Mike Walker and Homer Young playing
key roles. Deluxe versions became available in The Model variant was later introduced in These
models all share a common design only differing by features and may be collectively referred to
within this article as the Model unless otherwise noted. Model production ended in with the
replacement Model taking over in The Model was also designed by Mike Walker and largely
continues the design with modern aesthetic improvements. When compared to the Mauser 98
action, the Remington introduced several features meant to decrease production time and cost
as well as increase the accuracy potential. The round receiver can be produced on a lathe rather
than requiring a mill. The recoil lug was a simple plate of steel sandwiched between the barrel
and receiver. Remington advertised the rifle as having the "strongest bolt action ever
developed. The bolt was redesigned and made from multiple pieces. The large claw extractor
was eliminated in favor of a small, but effective part mounted in a newly recessed bolt face. The
ejector was now a plunger on the bolt face rather than a blade mounted in the receiver. A new
adjustable trigger mechanism was fitted allowing for a sharper, crisp let off. A new safety
design was also introduced. The same trigger and safety were used in the subsequent Model
and eventually came under criticism due to safety concerns. Standard factory features included
tapered barrel, American walnut sporting stock, polished bolt and action, drilled and tapped for
scope mounts , four cartridge magazine, adjustable rear sight, matted ramp front sight, metal
butt plate. Additional options included select figured walnut stocks, hand checkering and sling
swivels. Production estimates are:. Most rifle magazines had a capacity for 4 cartridges. Barrels
were tapered with lengths, depending on year and caliber, ranging from 22 to 26 inches. The A
Standard grade was available during all years of production. Standard grade features included
American walnut sporting stock, polished bolt and action, drilled and tapped for scope mounts,
four cartridge magazine, adjustable rear sight, matted ramp front sight, metal butt plate. The
BDL Deluxe grade was available from until and ultimately replaced by the In addition to the
standard features, the BDL version featured select figured American walnut stock, hand
checkering and sling swivels. The box magazine could only contain three rounds instead of the
usual four. The ADL was produced from until A hinged floor plate was included to facilitate
unloading. Most of these features continued in the later Model , underscoring the ADL as a
transitional model. A rare Kodiak model was made in with limited availability. This variant was
uniquely chambered for. Originally offered at less than 90 USD about USD today , the rifles were
affordable and well received by the public at the time of introduction. The rifles developed a
reputation for accuracy unmatched by other mass-produced sporting rifles of the era. While
prices were affordable, the standard grade version have been criticized for plain aesthetics and
stamped steel trigger guard. He described it as a strong, accurate, economically produced and
well received rifle at the time of its introduction. Perhaps the most enduring legacy of the Model
is the Remington Model , the best selling bolt action rifle in history and considered to be one of
the greatest centerfire hunting rifles ever produced. Today many appreciate and collect samples
from the family particularly those in excellent condition or with rare features or uncommon
calibers. Remington Model Development. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Type of Rifle.
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Remington Model A with rifle scope and sling. Bolt action , rotating bolt with 2 lugs. All
Remington Model and rifles were manufactured with a bolt-lock mechanism. These models were
discontinued in If you participate in the Safety Modification Program, your firearm will be
cleaned and inspected for proper functioning, by a qualified gunsmith. Once the condition of
your firearm has been assessed, you will be notified of one of the following:. You will also
receive a safety redemption certificate to complete and submit in order to receive a free blaze
orange hat one hat per certificate. Complete the General Repair Form and send or deliver your
firearm and the completed repair form to:. Absolutely no ammunition should be packaged with
the firearm whether loaded in the firearm itself or included in the shipping container. The
firearm should be transported only in a completely unloaded condition. If you own a Remington
Model or rifle: All Remington Model and rifles were manufactured with a bolt-lock mechanism.
The entire trigger assembly will be replaced with a new factory trigger assembly, which does
not incorporate a bolt-lock mechanism. Ammunition Back Centerfire. Please note: we no longer
accept orders over the phone. Notifications Close. Manufacturers Remington Rifles Remington
Rifles Bolt Assembly,. Part Key: 1. Out of Stock. Bolt Assembly, Complete,. Enlarge Image. Part
Key: 2. Add to cart. Part Key: 3. Part Key: 4. Bolt Stop Release Product : Part Key: 5. Part Key: 6.
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ractor, New Reproduction Not For. This product is no longer available, however can be used as
a replacement part. Part Key: Magazine Follower,. Open Sight Assembly Product : Safety
Product : Safety Detent Spring Product : This product is no longer available, however E can be
used as a replacement part. This product is no longer available, however B can be used as a
replacement part. Sear Spring Product : B. Trigger Assembly Product : Trigger Adjusting Screw
2 Req'd Product : Trigger Guard Plate, New Product : Trigger Housing Product : Trigger Pin
Product : C. Trigger Spring Product : Barrel Bracket Product : Part Key: NI. Bolt Handle In the
White Product : Front Sight Blade Product : Grip Cap Screw Product : This product is no longer
available, however A can be used as a replacement part. Scope Mount Base,. Stock Assembly,.
Stock Reinforcing Screw Product : Stock, Used Factory Original Product : Swivel Assembly,
Front Product : Trigger Guard Product : Grand Island Nebraska Product : A.

